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Requirements: This book is designed to
give people who are new to exporting, and,
in particular, new to export controls, a
general understanding of Department of
Commerce regulations and how to use
them. Here you can find information for:
Does My Shipment Require an Export
License?; What types of items does the
Department of Commerce regulate?; Does
the Department of Commerce regulate all
exports?; Is there a list of restricted
countries to which I cannot export?; So
how do I know if my shipment needs an
export license?; Do all items have an
ECCN ?; Where do I find the Commerce
Control List?; So if my item is EAR99,
does that mean I dont need a license?;
What is the difference between EAR99 and
NLR ?; If I determine my item is classified
EAR99 and I can ship under NLR , what
do I need to do?; What is a license
exception?; What do you mean by
prohibited end-user or end-use?; Do the
licensing requirements change depending
on how Im sending the item?; Im not a
company, Im just sending something
overseas to a friend. Does this mean I dont
need to worry about whether or not my
item needs a license?; Does it matter if
what Im sending is under $2500 dollars?;
Is a shipment to an Army Post Office (APO
) or Fleet Post Office (FPO ) considered an
export?; Can I just have my freight
forwarder fill out the license related
information on the Shippers Export
Declaration or AES record?; What if my
customer asks me to send the item to their
freight forwarder here in the U.S.? Do I
still have obligations?; Ive got some
paperwork from past exports made before I
started here, can I just use the same
information again?; My company has been
exporting for years and Ive never heard of
an ECCN or license requirement. Is this
requirement new?; How do I get an ECCN
number for my item?; I know the Schedule
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B number for my item, will that help in
determining the ECCN ?; What is the
Schedule B Number and how do I get it?;
Ive been told that I can I get an official
ECCN determination over the phone from
the Department of Commerce. Is this true?;
I dont have time to wait for a response to
my classification request. Are there any
alternatives to this?; Ive found an official
classification done by the Department of
Commerce back in 1996. Can I still use
this?; Once Ive determined my ECCN ,
what do I do?; How do I screen my
customer?; What happens if I dont get the
proper export authorization?; Im a small
businessperson. Does everyone have to
follow these regulations?; If I do have to
apply for an export license, can I do it
online?; Is there a fee associated with
submitting a license application to BIS ?; Is
there someone I can call if I have
additional questions or need specific
guidance?; Also there is a list of Useful
Terms.
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Ghana - Import Requirements and Documentation An overview of the Export Administration Regulations (EAR)
and the Bureau of This article is part of the U.S. Commercial Services A Basic Guide to Exporting. Although relatively
few items subject to the EAR require export licenses, Commerce Control List Classification - BIS - Department of
Commerce Dec 28, 2015 Before you can decide whether or not your product requires an export license, you need to
understand what constitutes an export. Export Licensing Privacy Shield Jul 24, 2011 A Guide to Export Licensing
Requirements: This book is designed to give people who are new to exporting, and, in particular, new to export Export
USA: A Basic Guide to Exporting Apr 27, 2011 Most export transactions do not require specific approval in the form
of licenses from the U.S. Government. In fact, a relatively small percentage Importing and Exporting Dec 21, 2016
Basic Guide to Exporting. Open Articles . Most EAR99 commercial products will not require a license to be exported.
Depending on the A Basic Guide to Exporting - Michigan Chamber of Commerce Aug 1, 2016 Kenya Country
Commercial Guide . Effective March 1, 2009, exports to Kenya must also obtain an Certain pets require an import
license. India - Import Requirements and Documentation Jan 27, 2012 Export Administration Contacts Office of
Export Enforcement Field Offices FAQs Foreign Import/Export License Requirements Hong Kong Vietnam - Import
Requirements and Documentation FAQs Foreign Import/Export License Requirements Licensing. Print. A primary
mission of BIS is the accurate, consistent, and timely evaluation and A Guide to Export Licensing Requirements:
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U.S. Department of For more than 70 years, A Basic Guide to Exporting has given companies the from the United
States to a foreign buyer dont require an export license, even Does Your Product Require an Export License? Shipping Solutions Mar 27, 2017 Federal export requirements vary depending on what product is exported, The guide
includes information on licensing, labeling, and taxation Export Licensing Rated 0.0/5: Buy A Guide to Export
Licensing Requirements by U.S. Department of Commerce: ISBN: 9781601709318 : ? 1 day delivery for Prime Know
the Facts Before You Ship: A Guide to Export Licensing Apr 4, 2017 An explanation on export licensing and when
a license is required. This article is part of the U.S. Commercial Services A Basic Guide to Exporting. use of the item,
even an EAR99 item may require a BIS export license. Overview of U.S. Export Control System - US Department of
State May 6, 2016 Export licenses for items which are those having both commercial and military Relatively few
exports of dual-use items require obtaining an export license CA, (949-660-0144), and they can guide you through this
process. A Guide to Export Licensing Requirements by Department of Does my shipment require an export license?
Maybe. A U.S. export license requirement from the Department of Commerce can be triggered by several Commerce
Control List (CCL) - BIS - Department of Commerce Nov 9, 2016 Ghana Country Commercial Guide Ghana Licensing Requirements for Professional Services Includes import documentation and other requirements for both the
U.S. exporter and foreign importer. which means that imports are inspected at the port of clearance in Ghana rather than
prior to export. Exporter Portal - BIS - Department of Commerce determining export license requirements. For
example, an item can be sent requirements under the Export Administration Regulations (EAR). You may classify.
Licensing - Department of Commerce While the majority of U.S. commercial exports do not require a license, the first
to Commerce Department Export Controls, which is an easy-to-follow guide that 3-Dual Use Export Licenses Sep
27, 2011 Export Administration Contacts Export Administration Regulations Training FAQs Foreign Import/Export
License Requirements. Export Licenses - Export Control Classification Number (ECCN) Aug 6, 2016 The e-CFR,
Part 732, for a step-by-step guide to general license are looking for country destinations that require a Validated License
(VL). Export Licensing - A Guide to Export Licensing Requirements: This book is designed to give people who are
new to exporting, and, in particular, new to export controls, a general Export Control - BIS - Department of
Commerce Nov 2, 2016 Vietnam Country Commercial Guide . Includes import documentation and other requirements
for both the U.S. exporter and foreign importer. Vietnam facilitates an automatic import licensing system that requires
importers A Guide to Export Licensing Requirements - Kindle edition by DoC Except for U.S. territories and
possessions and, in most cases, Canada, all items exported from the United States require an export license. Several
agencies of Determining Whether a Product Requires an Export License Most items exported to a foreign buyer will
not require an export license. However, all items are subject to export The U.S. Government controls exports of
sensitive equipment, software and . The ITAR sets out the requirements for licenses or other authorizations for specific
Export License - BIS - Department of Commerce Jul 29, 2016 India Country Commercial Guide . Import licensing
requirements: In the last decade, India has steadily replaced licensing and Physical exports: An advance license may be
issued for physical exports to a manufacturer
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